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 HIA Ref - NL5 

 Name  

 Date  

 

THE INQUIRY INTO HISTORICAL INSTITUTIONAL ABUSE 1922 TO 1995 

Witness Statement of  – NL5 

 

 

1. My full name is  and I have just recently celebrated my 89th 

birthday and until recently my health was excellent. Since hearing of the allegations 

made by a number of former residents I have been very stressed and my blood 

pressure is very high. I also feel unsteady on my feet a lot of the time. 

2. My health has deteriorated requiring medical attention since the start of this and 

hearing all the lies that have been told about me and I have found it so stressful to 

hear that additional allegations were made orally. I do not feel this is fair unless I have 

an opportunity to reply and I am not even sure now if I will be fit to attend the hearing 

to defend myself and my reputation in person  

3. I have provided a statement dated the 12th January to this Inquiry and have been asked 

to comment on the allegations made against me by two additional boys 

4. My Solicitor has indicated that this is hopefully going to be over soon and that I can 

provide a final statement once all the evidence is over because I also wish to comment 

on the evidence given orally to the Inquiry by the boys I mentioned in my original 

statement but I understand that this statement is required urgently to address 

allegations made by that will be heard on the afternoon of Monday 26th, 

 

             HIA 41 

5. This boy was not in my group and by his statement he indicates that he was in Sr 

 group. I would have had very little to do with him 

6. I have not met  since he left Nazareth.  

7. In my opinion his description of his time is pure fantasy. No child ever answered the 

phone or the door or was in charge of the Parlour. This was my job. 
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1 Q.  At the time you just took what you were given.

2 A.  I didn't feel hungry.  I got by.

3 Q.  You do talk about one incident, though, where you were

4     made to eat all of the meal, including a rotten potato,

5     by SR118, and you said that you did that because you

6     were frightened of what might have happened if you

7     didn't eat up.

8 A.  Yes, and I might have felt that was an exception,

9     because I was the only one that left something on the

10     plate.

11 Q.  I think you said that your view was this particular nun

12     picked on you for some reason.

13 A.  Yes, I always had that feeling, yes.

14 Q.  Just one of the things that the congregation would say

15     was that the food that they provided was essentially the

16     best that they could and you would accept that I take

17     it.

18 A.  I would indeed, yes.

19 Q.  And that they would also say that nobody was force fed

20     in any way.

21 A.  No, no.

22 Q.  You do have good memories, and you talk about these in

23     your statement.  You talk about Christmas at

24     paragraph 10 there.  You looked forward to Christmas,

25     because it was a time when you felt comfortable in the
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1         "If we woke the next day and there was an outfit

2     hanging at the end of the bed, it meant we were

3     privileged.  They would wash us and make sure our hair

4     was done and we looked lovely."

5         You say:

6         "In the chapel the other children used to look

7     around and say, 'There's an orphan'."

8 A.  That's right.

9 Q.  "The nuns would tell us not to look around because God

10     was watching us."

11 A.  You had to keep just looking straightaway and praying

12     and being happy.  "Always remember to be happy", to let

13     people know that you were, but you weren't.

14 Q.  Just to be clear here talking about going to chapel,

15     there was a chapel in Nazareth Lodge.  Is this outside

16     of the home entirely that you are talking about, being

17     taken to a church outside?

18 A.  I'm not sure.  I don't know.  It might have been the

19     chapel in.  I don't think they ever took us out.

20 Q.  You also at paragraph 13 say that you remember Father

21     Brendan Smyth visiting the home on one occasion and you

22     remember standing outside a big wooden door with

23     pigtails and a dress on.  You say:

24         "The nuns would stand behind us and poke us, telling

25     us to sit on his knee and be nice to him.  He told us to
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1 Q.  And it was fairly time-consuming by the sound of it.

2 A.  It really was, because I later worked in a fostering

3     unit and, you know, I appreciate just how much time it

4     takes.  It wasn't satisfactory obviously at the time,

5     but with so many other work pressures it was very

6     difficult.

7 Q.  You were having to learn how to do that with that

8     particular case, were you?

9 A.  Yes.  I think previous to that I had already done an

10     adoption assessment under supervision.  So it wasn't

11     completely new to me, but I do remember assessing that

12     family and then unfortunately they were only able to

13     take the one child.

14 Q.  Yes.  Thank you.

15 A.  Thank you.

16 CHAIRMAN:  Well, NL190, that is all that we want to ask you

17     about.  Thank you very much for coming to speak to us

18     today.

19 A.  Thank you.

20                      (Witness withdrew)

21 MS SMITH:  Chairman, I don't believe the next witness is

22     scheduled until 2 o'clock.

23 CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  We have one witness who is coming and

24     another whose statement is to be read out.  So we won't

25     sit before 1.45 at the earliest.
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1 Q.  Was there ever any discussion among the Sisters about,

2     "Well, we have been told that there is this new

3     childcare practice and we should do things differently"

4     or anything like that you recollect?

5 A.  Not while I was in Derry there wasn't.

6 Q.  Is it correct then that at some point later that you did

7     become aware of that?

8 A.  Yes.  When I was in Belfast, definitely.

9 Q.  Now you moved to Belfast and you worked in the Sisters

10     of Nazareth Children's Home there and you were there

11     I believe from 1976.  Is that correct?

12 A.  '75 to '77.

13 Q.  And during that period of time --

14 A.  Uh-huh.

15 Q.  -- how would you compare what was happening in Belfast

16     with what was -- what you had experienced in Derry?

17 A.  Oh, they were much further ahead really, and all the

18     children at that stage had their own individual social

19     workers, and we would have had six-monthly reviews, and

20     the children would have seen their social workers nearly

21     on a monthly, two-monthly basis, and it was a very

22     different set-up really, and they had boys and girls

23     together, which -- families were all together, which was

24     very different from what I had been accustomed to in

25     Derry.
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1 Q.  Was there ever any discussion among the Sisters about,

2     "Well, we have been told that there is this new

3     childcare practice and we should do things differently"

4     or anything like that you recollect?

5 A.  Not while I was in Derry there wasn't.

6 Q.  Is it correct then that at some point later that you did

7     become aware of that?

8 A.  Yes.  When I was in Belfast, definitely.

9 Q.  Now you moved to Belfast and you worked in the Sisters

10     of Nazareth Children's Home there and you were there

11     I believe from 1976.  Is that correct?

12 A.  '75 to '77.

13 Q.  And during that period of time --

14 A.  Uh-huh.

15 Q.  -- how would you compare what was happening in Belfast

16     with what was -- what you had experienced in Derry?

17 A.  Oh, they were much further ahead really, and all the

18     children at that stage had their own individual social

19     workers, and we would have had six-monthly reviews, and

20     the children would have seen their social workers nearly

21     on a monthly, two-monthly basis, and it was a very

22     different set-up really, and they had boys and girls

23     together, which -- families were all together, which was

24     very different from what I had been accustomed to in

25     Derry.
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1     brought up on the screen, for instance, by '84 there was

2     like a daily log being kept.  Do you remember having any

3     involvement in that?

4 A.  I don't remember.  It was more case review work that

5     SR46 would have done.  When children's case reviews were

6     coming up, SR46 would have done the work for that.  Us

7     staff didn't do any written work.

8 Q.  So you didn't yourself.  There wasn't a book for --

9 A.  There was later in SR10's group, but I don't remember in

10     SR46's group you had that.

11 Q.  So post-1985 your memory connected to SR10 is of a book

12     per child being kept?

13 A.  There was a diary kept, yes.

14 Q.  Diary, but prior to that it was more SR46 preparing the

15     case reviews?

16 A.  That's right.

17 Q.  Then did you ever attend the six-monthly reviews --

18 A.  No.

19 Q.  -- with the social workers coming in?

20 A.  No.  The staff didn't.  It was just SR46.

21 Q.  In terms of -- you are working in a children's unit with

22     sixteen children, some of whom had obviously difficult

23     backgrounds and might have brought with them all sorts

24     of difficulties that you had to manage.  How was -- how

25     did you communicate?  SR46 presumably isn't there all
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1     brought up on the screen, for instance, by '84 there was

2     like a daily log being kept.  Do you remember having any

3     involvement in that?

4 A.  I don't remember.  It was more case review work that

5     SR46 would have done.  When children's case reviews were

6     coming up, SR46 would have done the work for that.  Us

7     staff didn't do any written work.

8 Q.  So you didn't yourself.  There wasn't a book for --

9 A.  There was later in SR10's group, but I don't remember in

10     SR46's group you had that.

11 Q.  So post-1985 your memory connected to SR10 is of a book

12     per child being kept?

13 A.  There was a diary kept, yes.

14 Q.  Diary, but prior to that it was more SR46 preparing the

15     case reviews?

16 A.  That's right.

17 Q.  Then did you ever attend the six-monthly reviews --

18 A.  No.

19 Q.  -- with the social workers coming in?

20 A.  No.  The staff didn't.  It was just SR46.

21 Q.  In terms of -- you are working in a children's unit with

22     sixteen children, some of whom had obviously difficult

23     backgrounds and might have brought with them all sorts

24     of difficulties that you had to manage.  How was -- how

25     did you communicate?  SR46 presumably isn't there all
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1     and I think that was one of the keys things I suppose.

2     The changes were to professionalise, to professionalise

3     the service.  I mean, I think the homely atmosphere, the

4     warmth -- it was a very family-like flat that I worked

5     in and that piece I think was really good.  It was

6     really to hold that, but also to professionalise the

7     work and also increase staff, staff training, beginning

8     to sort of have -- develop that -- what do you call

9     it -- that key worker role, and to change the buildings,

10     to involve children and staff.  So that all happened,

11     but it possibly took a couple of years to kind of get to

12     it to a place I think where it ended, which was all our

13     staff were qualified by the end of the home closing.

14 Q.  One small aspect of that was the daily log sheet that

15     was kept, daily --

16 A.  Yes.

17 Q.  -- history that was kept on each individual child by

18     a key worker.

19 A.  Yes.  They had individual books, because I had forgotten

20     really and I had kind of remembered.  So they had --

21     there's a book.  So the key worker would have -- would

22     have logged the child.  They actually would have

23     completed what was the C11 form, the review.  They would

24     have done that with their key children.  You know, most

25     of them had about two key children who they were meant
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1 A.  We had to do a report from the last how things were,

2     like family visits and how the children were

3     progressing.

4 Q.  Can you say what happened to that report?

5 A.  The social worker took a copy of the report and we kept

6     the report filed in each child's file.

7 Q.  I'm just going -- I'm just pausing, Sister, because I am

8     conscious that I am going quite quickly with you through

9     matters.  If we can just explore a little bit more about

10     the child's file, what did that consist of?

11 A.  Sorry.  I missed the question.

12 Q.  Sorry.  Forgive me.  Just explore a little bit more

13     about the files, the child's file that you were talking

14     about.  What records were actually kept in respect of

15     the child?

16 A.  Their medical records would have been kept, and, I mean,

17     if they had to see the doctor, we'd put a report in, and

18     misbehaviour, if there was something major, and family

19     visits would have been recorded as well.

20 Q.  In what -- what form were these documents?  How did --

21     how were they kept physically?  What did they physically

22     look like?

23 A.  Well, A4 sheets we would have written reports on and the

24     doctor -- we had a form the doctor would have filled in.

25 Q.  The -- each child -- each individual child had its own
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children aged between 3 and 16 years requires at least 18 care staff as well as 

the management staff.  It is understood that agreement has been reached 

recently in discussion with Eastern Health & Social Services board 

representatives, to have the pre capita payment increased”. 

 

45. At paragraph 8.2 of the report the inspectors state that the present staffing levels 

are such that staff do not have enough time to spend on direct work with the 

children.   

 

46. The monitoring statement for Nazareth Lodge in 1986/87 records that the home 

has generally kept with the recommendations in respect of staffing levels which 

have been put forward in success of reports with the exception of the 

appointment of a deputy head of home. In view of increasing behavioural 

problems the management committee intends to look at arrangements for night 

duty supervision.  The appointment of a deputy was subject to the availability of 

funds.  The objective of the home was to recruit staff with some relevant 

qualifications.  The composition of the management committee and their 

respective occupations is contained at SNB14639. 

 

47. The ‘aide memoir’ report recorded that the Eastern Board had recently increased 

the weekly pre capita payment from £80 to £147 with effect from 1 April 1987 

conditional upon 2 additional staff being employed in each group. “By making 

this a condition the Board is effectively imposing a staffing level in the home 

and their action needs to be clarified.  Prior to this decision being made the 

home was incurring a substantial deficit and the board agreed to a deficit 
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1     you know, for a sense that they came up to see me or --

2     because you were the primary person.  We were the -- we

3     were the primary attachment figure, not exclusively.

4     I mean, I don't think to be a primary attachment figure

5     -- because we lived there.  The children saw us as

6     living there, and they kind of identified we were the

7     same as them whereas staff could go home to their other

8     lives, but I don't think it was an exclusive

9     relationship, but I think that by forming that steady

10     attachment allowed them to create other relationships,

11     and that was really what the work is about is helping

12     children who are fragmented, to help them to relate to

13     other people, but -- so when they came up, I do remember

14     that, and I won't name her, but I remember -- I just

15     remember then she said, "You have no time for me", and

16     that's hard.  She comes up to see me and I'm -- so you

17     actually can't dictate how others see and perceive and

18     suggest, and that's the hard bit, isn't it?  You just do

19     your best and you hope you're doing your best and ...

20 Q.  Well, Sister, just one thing that you didn't actually

21     address was the allegation that she made that SR18 told

22     you that she hated her.

23 A.  I honestly can't remember that.  So whether it happened

24     or not I really can't say, but I do not recall that

25     conversation.
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1     together.  We would have chatted.  I would have -- they

2     would have known -- they would have talked about their

3     lives outside, you know.  So that was a bit of a shock,

4     but I think what we needed to do -- that's I think round

5     that mid-'80s -- we just thought, "We need to make

6     changes here" and that's why we started renovating and

7     getting the physical piece better and trying to

8     professionalise it.

9 Q.  Have you any memory of the staff as a group being

10     brought together to discuss what was in the inspection

11     report to say --

12 A.  From my -- no, but, you see, the three groups didn't

13     work like that. I mean, my staff, the inspection report

14     would have been in the office.  We all had separate

15     offices.  My office would have been off the dining room

16     or the staff.  So everything was in there and they would

17     have seen and we would have -- I would have talked with

18     the staff.  I mean, our staff meetings would have

19     covered all aspects of the children's lives both, you

20     know, psychologically, physically, what they needed to

21     do, how to develop, but also what we needed to do,

22     because, I mean, I had -- the first male staff I think

23     I -- my unit was the first one to employ a male staff.

24     I think he came -- I think he came in '85, you know.

25     So, you know, we were beginning to do -- to do all that
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1     had sunk their teeth into it, and she decided that --

2     she asked you to bite into the same place and decided

3     that you were responsible for having done that.  I think

4     you know it was another older boy, but you weren't

5     prepared to tell on him.

6 A.  Can I just say something?

7 Q.  Of course.

8 A.  I was asked to collect the jotters.

9 Q.  Yes.

10 A.  I didn't know that had been done --

11 Q.  Yes.

12 A.  -- and when it went up, she asked me did I do it.  She

13     asked the boy did he.  "That's your jotter.  Did you do

14     it?"  He said, "No".  So -- I said, "No".  I knew

15     nothing about it.

16 Q.  But she decided --

17 A.  She said, "I'm going to beat you till you tell the

18     truth".

19 Q.  She decided you were responsible and told you that she

20     was going to hit you until you admitted that it was you.

21 A.  Yes.

22 Q.  You explain in your statement how you were beaten in

23     front of the entire class --

24 A.  Yes.

25 Q.  -- and how she used a hurley stick to beat you on the
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1     hands.

2 A.  Yes.  You had better say "handle of a hurley stick".

3 Q.  I'm going to --

4 A.  Hurley stick is a bit awkward.

5 Q.  I'm going to come to that.  Don't worry.  What you

6     describe happening is you were on your knees.  Is that

7     right?

8 A.  Yes, kneeling down with my hands out, and then the more

9     she hits, the more your hands drop and the fingers turn.

10 Q.  On the subject of the hurley stick you are aware --

11     I was saying to you earlier -- that the Sisters of

12     Nazareth have said sometimes physical punishment went

13     beyond what it should, but they aren't aware of others

14     complaining about hurley sticks being used, and they

15     don't accept hurley sticks were used.  What -- as

16     I understand it, what you are explaining is it was the

17     handle of a hurley stick.

18 A.  Yes.

19 Q.  It didn't have the playing end on it --

20 A.  No.

21 Q.  -- but you are very clear for you it was a hurley stick

22     --

23 A.  Yes.

24 Q.  -- handle part --

25 A.  Yes.
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1 Q.  -- and that that was used to hit you on the hands.

2 A.  Yes.

3 Q.  You explain in your Statement of Claim -- I am not going

4     to bring this up -- it is from 2011 -- but at 1606 --

5     that you counted 66 strikes --

6 A.  Yes.

7 Q.  -- before you lost count of the number of times you were

8     being hit.

9 A.  Yes, because I was -- I was fighting a battle in my

10     mind: "I can't say I done that", because I hadn't done

11     it.  So it became just me and her sort of thing.

12     Actually I didn't feel the physical pain, because it was

13     so -- so much thinking, "I'm going to win this.  I'm

14     going to win this".

15 Q.  You explain in paragraph 4, HIA192, that you lost over

16     the next few weeks five fingernails --

17 A.  Yes.

18 Q.  -- as a result of that particular beating.

19 A.  Yes.

20 Q.  You say in your police statement -- I am not going to

21     bring it up for this reason -- but at SNB-61219, which

22     you made in December 2010, you say that that was the

23     worst beating that you had when you were in the home.

24 A.  Yes.

25 Q.  There are other beatings that we are going to talk about
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1     else it might have been in their statement.

2         One other nun that you complained to police about

3     when you spoke to them was an SR9.

4 A.  Yes.

5 Q.  That statement and the relevant reference can be found

6     at SNB-32244.  Do you remember telling -- do you

7     remember that nun?

8 A.  Yes, big tall nun.

9 Q.  What can you say about her?

10 A.  She wasn't bad.  She wasn't good, but she wasn't as bad

11     as the other two.

12 Q.  Another thing that you told police in that statement --

13     and I should tell the Inquiry that you brought some

14     notes to the Inquiry this morning after you read over

15     your statement --

16 A.  Yes.

17 Q.  -- in preparation for coming here.  In those notes you

18     added something that you told the police, which was

19     about the nuns placing your hands in cold water before

20     they hit you.

21 A.  Yes.

22 Q.  If we look at that, that's at 32244.  This is just

23     a page.  You spoke to the police in England -- isn't

24     that right, HIA89 -- in 2007?

25 A.  Yes.
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1 Q.  If we can just scroll down there, you are describing the

2     nuns that you remember, and you remember, if I can just

3     take there:

4         "I remember beatings by SR118, SR100 and SR9.  SR100

5     and SR9, they would use what I describe as a hurley

6     stick.  The sisters would make me fold my thumb into the

7     palm of my hand, then strike me using the stick.  This

8     would be on my left hand, my natural writing hand, and

9     beatings would come when I had not learnt what I should

10     have done properly or correctly from my studies or my

11     writing was wrong.  I cannot remember specific times or

12     dates when this occurred, due to the amount of time that

13     has passed, but I definitely remember the beatings

14     taking place.  I remember how the Sisters used to get us

15     to place our hands in cold water.  Then they would hit

16     us with whatever object they had, usually a cane or

17     a stick.  The beatings would happen to everyone who

18     lived in the home, not just me.  Also what stands out in

19     my mind is how we were made to stand in the corner naked

20     in front of approximately 30 other residents as a

21     punishment and then be beaten.  I cannot name anyone in

22     particular for the beatings that occurred like this."

23         Then you also talk in that police statement -- if we

24     could just scroll on down to the next page, please, you

25     talk about the incident with SR149.  You say:
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1     else it might have been in their statement.

2         One other nun that you complained to police about

3     when you spoke to them was an SR9.

4 A.  Yes.

5 Q.  That statement and the relevant reference can be found

6     at SNB-32244.  Do you remember telling -- do you

7     remember that nun?

8 A.  Yes, big tall nun.

9 Q.  What can you say about her?

10 A.  She wasn't bad.  She wasn't good, but she wasn't as bad

11     as the other two.

12 Q.  Another thing that you told police in that statement --

13     and I should tell the Inquiry that you brought some

14     notes to the Inquiry this morning after you read over

15     your statement --

16 A.  Yes.

17 Q.  -- in preparation for coming here.  In those notes you

18     added something that you told the police, which was

19     about the nuns placing your hands in cold water before

20     they hit you.

21 A.  Yes.

22 Q.  If we look at that, that's at 32244.  This is just

23     a page.  You spoke to the police in England -- isn't

24     that right, HIA89 -- in 2007?

25 A.  Yes.
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1 Q.  If we can just scroll down there, you are describing the

2     nuns that you remember, and you remember, if I can just

3     take there:

4         "I remember beatings by SR118, SR100 and SR9.  SR100

5     and SR9, they would use what I describe as a hurley

6     stick.  The sisters would make me fold my thumb into the

7     palm of my hand, then strike me using the stick.  This

8     would be on my left hand, my natural writing hand, and

9     beatings would come when I had not learnt what I should

10     have done properly or correctly from my studies or my

11     writing was wrong.  I cannot remember specific times or

12     dates when this occurred, due to the amount of time that

13     has passed, but I definitely remember the beatings

14     taking place.  I remember how the Sisters used to get us

15     to place our hands in cold water.  Then they would hit

16     us with whatever object they had, usually a cane or

17     a stick.  The beatings would happen to everyone who

18     lived in the home, not just me.  Also what stands out in

19     my mind is how we were made to stand in the corner naked

20     in front of approximately 30 other residents as a

21     punishment and then be beaten.  I cannot name anyone in

22     particular for the beatings that occurred like this."

23         Then you also talk in that police statement -- if we

24     could just scroll on down to the next page, please, you

25     talk about the incident with SR149.  You say:
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1 Q.  You say there that you got beaten for things such as not

2     doing what the nuns asked you to do; for example, if you

3     didn't clean the floor to the nuns' satisfaction.  You

4     say you were hit on the palms of your hands and your

5     backside.  The nuns would use sticks, straps, hurley

6     sticks, anything they got their hands on, and you name

7     two nuns here, SR118 and SR100, who beat you the most.

8         Now I have explained to you that we have given

9     designations to them, but just so you are clear that

10     these two designations related to SR118 and SR100 --

11 A.  Yes.

12 Q.  -- whose names are not to be used outside of this

13     chamber.

14 CHAIRMAN:  Just a moment.  It is a little difficult to hear

15     what you are saying, HIA89.  Could we have that

16     microphone moved closer to you, please?

17 A.  No, I can hear.

18 CHAIRMAN:  No, no, it is us having difficulty hearing what

19     you are saying.

20 A.  Oh, I see.  I am sorry.

21 CHAIRMAN:  So if you would just keep the microphone close to

22     you, please.

23 MS SMITH:  As I said, those are the names of the two nuns we

24     are talking about, but they are not to be used outside,

25     HIA89.
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1 Q.  Paragraphs 17 to 19 you talk about a different nun and

2     this was SR149.  Now she was not someone who was in

3     charge of the children.  Her job was to look after the

4     chapel.  Isn't that right?

5 A.  Yes.

6 Q.  In your police statement at SNB-32244 that is what you

7     told them about her, that she was the nun in charge of

8     the chapel.  You say it was your job to take up a large

9     jug of hot water to her.

10         "It was unbelievable the abuse that that woman made

11     me suffer.  She used to beat me with a whip.  I remember

12     I was late with the water one afternoon and she hit me

13     across the face with her crutch.  The boiling water from

14     the jug went all over my body and hands and scalded me.

15     I was taken to the Mater Hospital and I was kept in for

16     two or three weeks."

17 A.  Correct.

18 Q.  Now I did ask you about this, HIA89, and you said that

19     at the time your hands were badly burnt.

20 A.  Yes.

21 Q.  The scars over the years have healed, though.  There is

22     nothing to show now, and we have -- certainly we have no

23     medical evidence about it, and you did say that your

24     solicitor had felt that the medical records probably

25     were no longer in existence.
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1     bathroom, we cleaned them and looked after them,

2     everything.  We prepared them -- helped to prepare the

3     food, you know, likes of peeling potatoes, doing manual

4     jobs about the place.  Everybody had a job to do.  Maybe

5     some boys were sent to split kindling for the fires and

6     different jobs, you know.

7         I was detailed off to go into the children's bit

8     where they had a laundry and I was working in the

9     laundry, and then earlier I was working out in the

10     garden out the front, and, you know, I'm explaining it

11     to you.  You know, they didn't have the staff to run the

12     place, but they were getting the place looked after.

13 Q.  You describe in paragraph 19 a particular physical

14     assault that you recall.  You remember going into the

15     school and becoming aware that in one of the classrooms

16     in the cages mice or perhaps you think they might have

17     been hamsters were dead, and you went back over to the

18     main building to tell SR118 about that.  She blamed you

19     and got the belt to you, you were explaining to me

20     earlier, and started to wallop you with the belt.

21 A.  Well, let me explain to you.  The classroom I am on

22     about was across from the home across the playing

23     fields.  It was a big classroom and it had a main

24     classroom and two side rooms and a toilet block.  I was

25     put in charge of that to look after it and clean it, and
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1     these animals were brought in in a cage and we had the

2     -- you know, must have been given to them.  I went in

3     one morning and they were lying dead.  I went across to

4     SR118 and told her they were dead, and she blamed me for

5     killing them.  So the next thing was she got the belt

6     out and I got a hammering.  Now I wouldn't cry.

7     I wouldn't let her see me cry.  So that got the better

8     of her.  So she started on me again and then she got

9     NL85, which is the headmaster in the classroom, he come

10     across and gave me a hammering and my hands swoll up

11     till the blood was coming out of them.

12 Q.  While SR118 used the belt on you, what you are talking

13     about with NL85, he used the cane --

14 A.  That's right.

15 Q.  -- hitting you on the hands.

16 A.  Uh-huh.

17 Q.  That was his form of -- you said to me you thought you

18     were about 12 at that stage, older and given some

19     responsibility for that particular part of the school in

20     terms of cleaning and so on, and that's how you came to

21     know about the pets that had died.

22 A.  Uh-huh.  That's true.

23 Q.  You then describe in paragraph 19 the results of, as

24     I understand it, you threatened to run away and the way

25     of dealing with you then was to put you in the top floor
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1     of the Nazareth Lodge, and they locked the corridor

2     doors at each end of the corridor and put you in

3     a single room, and you were not locked in that room, but

4     you were locked in the corridor as a whole during the

5     day.  At night there were also dorms on this corridor,

6     this floor that were used by the groups of boys at

7     night-time, but during the day you were locked in this

8     place and your meals were brought up to you, and you

9     felt you were there for two to three days.

10 A.  That's true.

11 Q.  You think that because you threatened to run away, this

12     was their way of making sure you didn't.

13 A.  Well, I now know that that was the reason why I was put

14     in there, because, as I explained in my statement, I was

15     going to run away, and I explained to you I wasn't going

16     to do the normal route, and I knew where I was going to

17     go, but then when I seen what happened to other boys in

18     the place, I thought better.

19 Q.  As you were explaining to me, boys who ran away were

20     physically punished in front of the group as a means, as

21     you look on it now, of trying to encourage people not to

22     run away.

23 A.  That's true.

24 Q.  You were explaining to me then when you were released

25     from that top floor, as it were, you were given a shadow
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1     want to stay in touch, please do.  I'd love to.  I'd

2     like you to meet my family.  So that's an invite."

3         Then you go on for the rest of that letter, HIA41,

4     to basically quote from the bible and try to persuade --

5 A.  Well, I was counteracting all of the decades of the

6     rosary and getting us out of bed and kneeling and all of

7     this stuff, and I explained to her that none of this was

8     in the bible, because she made you clearly understand

9     how to write a sentence and how to write a word.  So it

10     was fascinating for me to say, 'This doesn't say this

11     here', you know.

12 Q.  Uh-huh.

13 A.  That was the conversation.  She always talked about

14     religion and she always had us doing decades of the

15     rosary and things like that.  She was very, very Roman

16     Catholic in her way.  So that was tied to that.

17         The part where you say "to meet my wife", my wife

18     .

19 Q.  Uh-huh.

20 A.  I did not know this when I met my wife.  I met her at

21     a dance over at Queen's University.  A lot of country

22     girls came  in the '80s and

23     that's where I met her.  So she knew SR30 and SR208

24     quite well and was telling me of their antics and their

25     carrying on and the sort of -- you know, they dressed up
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1     statement and other lay staff.  There were particular

2     cruel ways of disciplining us, and one would have been

3     where the side of your lock was pulled, and one would

4     have been a crack ear, if you call it that, pull your

5     ear, but the worst of them was when you got by the

6     cheeks, and if anybody was to squeeze their own cheek

7     and see how hard they could do that, it is very, very,

8     painful, but one of the ways that would have happened

9     was if you squeezed and move your arm up, you kind of go

10     up on to your toes, your tippy-toes, and sometimes then

11     you got a slap across the face.  That is something that

12     happened to a number of young people.  I hadn't been

13     aware of others being force fed, for example.

14         So I would have been caned in school, for example.

15     I wouldn't have -- others were caned.  So it didn't

16     matter a great deal to me.  It is the things that stood

17     out in my mind.

18 Q.  The type of punishment -- I am going to ask you -- you

19     did give me two names.

20 A.  Yes.

21 Q.  I am going to ask you to give those names to the

22     Inquiry.

23 A.  Yes.

24 Q.  Again they will not be repeated outside --

25 A.  Yes.
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1     others are right that this occurred, were you required

2     to tell the principal that you had hit the children?

3 A.  No.

4 Q.  The last person that I am going to deal with is DL40,

5     who was DL40.  He came forward to the Inquiry in

6     a slightly different way in response to a lot of what he

7     had been hearing.  He is from a different era.  He was

8     in Nazareth Lodge at a later stage and it was

9     September 1977 whenever he left, aged 12.  I think from

10     recollection he spent a year in high school in Belfast

11     and then moved to Rubane because his other friends had

12     gone to Rubane, but you would have been teaching him

13     around '75/'76 or perhaps maybe slightly before that.

14         What he said to the Inquiry in his statement -- I am

15     not going to bring his statement up, but it is at 1874,

16     Members of the Panel, for the record -- in paragraph 18

17     he said you were a very strict man but very fair, but

18     then in his evidence as a result of a conversation we

19     were having -- if we can look at the transcript of his

20     evidence, which I know you only saw this morning as we

21     were discussing it.  It is at 91203, please.

22         I begin this exchange, NL63, by asking him about his

23     reference to you in his statement.  I indicate at that

24     point we had not become aware as to where you lived in

25     order to get in touch with you and let you have
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1     I would fall on to the floor ... body part that was

2     pulled on was either bruised or bleeding at times ...

3     went to the other -- went to the bathroom with other

4     girls and got cleaned up."

5         There is then reference to NL114, which we will come

6     back to.

7         If you scroll down, please, reference is then made

8     to life generally and to SR46 patrolling at canteen time

9     and making people eat.  Scroll down, please.  Reference

10     to bathing and saying that SR46 would have scrubbed her

11     whole body with a wooden scrubbing brush while in the

12     bath and how the skin would be red raw, sometimes

13     bleeding after that.  She says:

14         "One time SR46 scrubbed me in the bath with a yard

15     brush with hard bristles, which left my skin red and

16     bleeding."

17         Scroll down, please.  She says:

18         "I remember SR46 brought me into the kitchen on our

19     floor and starting hitting me with a metal cooking

20     spatula which she grabbed off the kitchen wall ... hit

21     me more than ten times hard with the spatula on my back

22     and the back of my legs."

23         Her sister intervened and she said that left her

24     back sore.

25         On another occasion during this time she was taken
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1 Q.  And you had a similar view of the priests, that they

2     were, you know, above --

3 A.  Yes, way up.

4 Q.  -- with the nuns above you, as it were --

5 A.  And we were --

6 Q.  -- and special and important.

7 A.  And we were afraid of the priests.  We were frightened

8     of them.

9 Q.  Just for the Panel so that context is given to the

10     evidence you are giving, SR118 appears to have been born

11     in   and came to Nazareth Lodge originally

12     for a year in 1922 and then again from 1929 until 1954,

13     when she left for Aberdeen.  The references for that are

14     at 12139 and 10403 and 4.  So the time that you are

15     talking about between '33 and '37 or '42 she would have

16     been a person who was 33 to 42 years of age --

17 A.  Uh-huh.

18 Q.  -- over those years.  You remember her as being in

19     charge of the dorm that you lived in during the period

20     that you can recollect --

21 A.  Yes.

22 Q.  -- being in the home.

23 A.  Uh-huh.

24 Q.  I was asking you how many children were in the dorm.

25     You thought there were around 60.
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1 A.  I'd see the priest at mass times and benediction times

2     and that was it.

3 Q.  Going back -- and I know I am jumping through this

4     statement -- but going back to paragraph 11, you talk

5     about the dormitories there, and you said at night --

6     sorry.

7         "The rooms had 30 or 40 boys in each room.  I think

8     there might have been five or six dormitories and there

9     was nothing wrong with the bedding or heat."

10         So you were warm enough and the beds were

11     comfortable enough, HIA89?

12 A.  Yes.

13 Q.  Now I am going to move on to talk about specific things

14     you complain about during your time in the home.  If we

15     could go, first of all, to paragraph 3, you say there

16     that things changed once you reached 6 or 7 years of age

17     and the bad things started.  Can I just check with you,

18     HIA89, that was when you were moved from the nursery --

19 A.  Yes.

20 Q.  -- where you had been from the age of 2 --

21 A.  Yes.

22 Q.  -- into the junior section --

23 A.  Yes.

24 Q.  -- of the home.  Is that right?

25 A.  Yes.
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1 Q.  -- and then buckets of cold water were poured over them.

2 A.  Uh-huh.

3 Q.  You made the point to me earlier that that happened, the

4     cold water happened, winter and summer.

5 A.  Uh-huh.  Exactly.

6 Q.  The cold water was poured over by an older boy, and then

7     when the person was taken out of the bath and put on to

8     the red tiled floor, then SR118 would have hit the boy.

9 A.  Uh-huh.

10 Q.  What did she use to hit the boy who had been brought out

11     of the bath?

12 A.  She took her belt off from her waist.  She had a belt.

13 Q.  Then you explained to me that in addition to using the

14     belt she used her foot on occasion.  When did she use

15     her foot?

16 A.  When the boy was hit on the behind, his body was very,

17     very cold and the strapping was stinging him.  So he

18     turned over that way, and SR118 put the heel of her shoe

19     in his private area and twisted it.  That happened all

20     the time.

21 Q.  One of the points you make: you were glad you were not

22     someone who ever wet the bed.

23 A.  Uh-huh.

24 Q.  I was asking you then -- because the Inquiry may have

25     looked at yesterday a document from the Ministry of Home
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1     Affairs -- I was explaining to you that in 1927 the

2     Ministry attended at the home, and, Members of the

3     Panel, it is at SNB-13659 and 13660, and as a result of

4     that visit it was explained that punishing children for

5     bedwetting was counter-productive and shouldn't happen,

6     and you are there between '33 and '41/'42.  So that's

7     after that has been discussed in the home.

8 A.  Uh-huh.

9 Q.  How regularly was this punishment for bedwetting taking

10     place?  Did it happen just once or twice?

11 A.  Every day.  Every day.  Every day maybe three or four

12     boys wet the bed and so it happened every day.

13 Q.  And did that go on through as far as you can remember

14     your time --

15 A.  Exactly.

16 Q.  -- in Nazareth Lodge?

17 A.  As far as I can remember it went on all the time.

18 Q.  Because in your statement in paragraph 8 you talk about

19     "boys", plural, and that's why I wanted to see could you

20     assist the Inquiry with whether this was a regular

21     punishment that was taking place.

22 A.  Oh, yes, yes.

23 Q.  And --

24 A.  SR118 was only happy when she was beating you.

25 Q.  The -- as I said to you earlier, the Sisters now accept,
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1         You talk about another nun in the home, whom we have

2     given here the designation "SR100".  Just to make it

3     clear who we are talking about, this was SR100.

4 A.  Yes.

5 Q.  Again the names are not to be used outside.

6 A.  SR100.

7 Q.  You say she never inflicted punishment on you herself,

8     but she condoned what was going on around her.  You say:

9         "She witnessed what SR118 was doing to us and was

10     acting in a supporting role to her.  There were other

11     nuns as well, but I didn't really have much contact with

12     them, as they were not directly looking after us."

13         You draw a distinction then in the next paragraph,

14     HIA99, between these two nuns and another nun, "SR186",

15     who was SR186.

16 A.  Yes.

17 Q.  You say she was a nun who stands out for different

18     reasons.  She was like a motherly figure to the boys.

19     You don't know if she was aware of what was going on in

20     Nazareth Lodge in the dormitories or in the bathroom,

21     but she gave you the only comfort in that place.

22     Whenever she was there, you felt protected and she

23     showed you affection.  She was often unwell and had to

24     go away because of her ill health, and you used to pray

25     she would get better so she could come back and look
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1     responsibility of the local authority, as it would have

2     been prior to the 1950 Act coming into force.  So that

3     would accord with your recollection there were upwards

4     of 200 children in Nazareth Lodge during your time.

5 A.  That's right.

6 Q.  Your dorm that you were in, which you -- your feeling

7     was there was about 40 children in your dorm that you

8     remember.

9 A.  Well, I would estimate roughly about 40.

10 Q.  SR118 was the nun who was in charge of your dorm.

11 A.  That's true.

12 Q.  She had a cell, as it were, or a cubicle in the corner

13     of the dorm room with a window and a curtain --

14 A.  That's true.

15 Q.  -- where she slept?

16 A.  That's true.

17 Q.  As I said to the Inquiry yesterday, she was born in

18     .  So she would have been between 46 and 52 years of

19     age during the time that you were in Nazareth Lodge.

20         You describe, HIA87, in paragraph 15, if we can go

21     to 257, please, a form of group punishment that was

22     given to you if anyone in the dorm of the 40 boys wet

23     the bed.  You explain how the boy who wet the bed was

24     put in a cold bath and then the other boys were made

25     kneel with their hands above their heads on the floor.
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1 A.  That's true.

2 Q.  You would have been hit with a belt that she wore around

3     her waist.

4 A.  That's true.

5 Q.  You say if her belt wasn't available, she would use

6     a brush shaft to hit you instead.

7 A.  Well, that's another thing that was available to her at

8     times.

9 Q.  So in the main when she did the hitting, it was the belt

10     she was using.  Is that right?

11 A.  That's right.

12 Q.  And then on more limited occasions it was this brush

13     shaft?

14 A.  That's true.

15 Q.  You described her to me earlier as an angel and a devil.

16     At times she could be nice and then at times she was

17     anything but nice.

18 A.  Well, it was I think -- I don't know what was wrong with

19     her, but she wasn't just a person you could trust.

20 Q.  You say in paragraph 16 to the Inquiry that her

21     punishments that she meted out to you knew no bounds.

22     What do you mean by that?

23 A.  Well, for a start when she did -- putting it politely,

24     when she was in a bad mood, you know, I think she got

25     rid of her ill feelings into -- into the boys and into
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1     the person that she was administrating the punishment to

2     and the next day she was okay.  So I don't know why --

3     what it was with her, but I think -- I think personally

4     it was -- sometimes it was too much for her, now looking

5     back on it.

6 Q.  I was asking you earlier do you remember how many nuns

7     there were looking after this group of 180 children, if

8     my number is right, and you thought there was five,

9     maybe six nuns.

10 A.  Well, I can remember SR118, SR184 and the Sister in the

11     front parlour and the Sister in the kitchen and that was

12     about it.  The rest of the sisters were never really

13     seen, you know.  We only seen them when they went to the

14     chapel during services.  We never -- if we were in the

15     corridor, maybe meeting Mother Superior and she'd speak

16     to you and ask you if you were okay and how things was,

17     and that's the only time you seen her.  You never seen

18     her on any official duties round about the dormitories

19     or anything.  Well, she maybe done it when we weren't

20     there.  So ...

21 Q.  Did you feel able to tell the Mother Superior what

22     things were really like?

23 A.  I felt intimidated, because you weren't supposed to

24     speak to the Mother Superior unless she spoke to you.

25 Q.  When she asked you how things were, did you feel able to
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1         "This is the only bad thing I remember SR34 doing,

2     because overall I adored her, but I think on this

3     occasion she was in a blind rage because of what I had

4     done."

5         What -- what was it about her that you adored?

6 A.  She just was very nice to me.  That incident is the only

7     incident that ever happened with her and the rest was

8     just very caring.

9 Q.  You put that down to the breach of trust, that that just

10     sent her over the edge?

11 A.  Yes, yes.

12 Q.  You said to me earlier she seemed to take you under --

13 A.  Her wing.

14 Q.  -- her wing.

15 A.  Yes, she did, yes.

16 Q.  But your experience of her with this particular singular

17     incident was not the same as your experience with NL5.

18 A.  No, no.

19 Q.  NL5 is "NL5", and it seems, subject to receipt of her

20     signed statement, that she worked in the home between

21     1956, when she was in her 30s, and -- perhaps in her

22     20s -- 20s through to 1999.  So she worked for a very

23     long time in the home.  The reference for that, Members

24     of the Panel, can be found at 60823.  It seems she would

25     have been in her 40s approximately during the time that
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1     HIA427 hadn't been well.  Can I mention HIA21, can I?

2 Q.  Yes.

3 A.  HIA21 and I -- HIA21 and I went down to visit him.

4     HIA427 -- HIA427 told me -- we talked.  We caught up

5     about the news and how happy he was, and we asked him

6     was he happy in the home, and HIA427 says he hadn't got

7     happy memories at all in the home.  The next minute we

8     knew -- we went down quite a few times before he passed

9     away.  To me HIA427 -- I remember him in Kircubbin.  He

10     had a miserable old existence, you know.

11 Q.  You talk about SR34 then, who is "SR34", HIA183, in

12     paragraph 6.  Just to be fair to her, you would put her

13     in a different bracket.  The words you used to me

14     earlier: she was cold as far as you were concerned, but

15     she wasn't like SR118.

16 A.  No.  I think SR34, I mean, she had a big responsibility,

17     you know, looking after the children.  I think she had

18     a lot on her mind, you know.  You didn't get the

19     individual attention, you know.  Personally I think she

20     was under a lot of pressure at that particular time.

21 Q.  But you draw a contrast between her and SR118.

22 A.  Oh, a big contrast.

23 Q.  What was different between the two of them?

24 A.  Well, I think SR34 was a wee bit more compassionate at

25     times, you know.  She would have been compassionate at
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1     times, you know.

2 Q.  You describe in paragraph 6 then a particular incident

3     where everyone is made get out of bed in the dormitory

4     --

5 A.  That's correct.

6 Q.  -- and kneel in the corridor --

7 A.  That's right.

8 Q.  -- for what felt like an hour.  I am not sure whether it

9     was an hour or not, but --

10 A.  I don't know.

11 Q.  -- it felt like an hour to you.

12 A.  Yes.

13 Q.  You said to me earlier you think you were probably 9 or

14     10 at the time of this.

15 A.  That's correct.

16 Q.  Can you remember what had happened that everybody got

17     punished in this way?

18 A.  No.  As I said to you, I don't remember actually really

19     what it was about.  Nobody knew what it was about, but

20     we must have been half an hour, ten or fifteen minutes

21     standing -- there was a big passage and a sort of

22     terrazzo floor and we were kneeling -- we were asked to

23     get out of bed and kneel down.  Somebody must have done

24     something and it annoyed SR34.  We were kneeling there

25     for about half an hour I'd say was probably the least.
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1 Q.  Was this -- if I can ask you, HIA183, was this type of

2     group punishment a normal thing or was this an unusual

3     thing?

4 A.  This was an unusual thing actually.  That was the only

5     thing I can recollect.  It wasn't an occurrence, you

6     know.

7 Q.  Afterwards you make the point that you feel she must

8     have regretted -- whatever the reason for it, the doing

9     of it she must have regretted, because she gave

10     everybody a sweet afterwards.

11 A.  Well, she had a box of sweets and she told us to help

12     ourselves.  So we all took a big box -- you know,

13     handful of.  I think she realised she probably was in

14     the wrong.  That was my only conclusion.

15 Q.  She, like whoever was in your dorm before SR34 came

16     along, was in a cubicle or had a cubicle in the corner

17     --

18 A.  That's correct.

19 Q.  -- with a window and a curtain.

20 A.  That's correct.

21 Q.  Would she have checked on you from time to time?  Can

22     you remember her checking?

23 A.  No.

24 Q.  You don't?

25 A.  No.
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1     into Nazareth Lodge, you found that upsetting and

2     I think you said to me earlier you had not done anything

3     wrong.  Why did you have to be put into a place like

4     this?

5         You record in paragraph 3 that you tried to run away

6     on one occasion and the consequences of that was for

7     SR34 to beat you with a strap.  I was asking you whether

8     you remembered was that a strap -- was it a belt that

9     was worn round her waist that she used or was it

10     a separate strap.  Your recollection is both were

11     available, and you don't remember which was used.

12 A.  That's correct, yes.

13 Q.  I asked you where you had been hit and how often and

14     your response to me was you were hit anywhere.

15     Presumably the idea of this was to punish you

16     sufficiently that you didn't run away again.

17 A.  That's correct, yes.

18 Q.  You say at the top of paragraph 3 -- at the top of

19     page 606, just the last sentence of paragraph 3 if did

20     you something wrong, you were always beaten with

21     a strap.  I want to ask you how many nuns did that?  Was

22     it just SR34 used the strap to beat you or were there

23     other nuns who did the same on you or other boys?

24 A.  The other nuns done it as well.  We were beaten.

25 Q.  Is there --
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1     aware of, though not from NL63.  Can I ask you to

2     explain to the Inquiry where you did come across that

3     type of punishment?

4 A.  Yes.  That type of punishment was handed out by SR34,

5     who was the principal of the school, and there was one

6     time I remember being in her classroom and she was

7     teaching us -- her along with SR71 were teaching

8     "Morning has -- Morning has broken", and I remember one

9     of the guys for whatever reason -- I don't know why it

10     was -- but SR34 went over to him and lifted him up by

11     the cheeks.

12 Q.  There has been suggestion to the Inquiry that as well as

13     the lifting up by the cheeks, there was a swinging round

14     went with it.

15 A.  That's correct.  I mean, what I will say about her is

16     she was of the wrong temperament, and we did discuss

17     that in there.  You know, she was working 24/7, and when

18     she did calm down, she was a lovely person, and I think

19     deep down she regretted what she did.

20 Q.  So to try and -- she was also someone who utilised the

21     ruler?

22 A.  That's correct, yes.

23 Q.  She was also someone who utilised the cane?

24 A.  More the ruler.

25 Q.  More the ruler?
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1     provided your board and keep and you received a very

2     small wage.  I was asking you about what exactly you did

3     earn.  You said at first in 1956 you were given 10

4     shillings.

5 A.  That's correct, yes.

6 Q.  That's per week?

7 A.  Yes.

8 Q.  Then as an 18-year-old you remember getting 2 pounds per

9     week.

10 A.  2 pounds a week.

11 Q.  Sorry.  The 10 shillings was an 18-year-old.  That went

12     up eventually to 2 pounds per week.

13 A.  Yes, eventually.

14 Q.  You said there was a period of time when you worked in

15     the baby home.

16 A.  At night-time.

17 Q.  So that involved night shifts?

18 A.  Yes.

19 Q.  At that stage you were getting 2.50 pounds per week?

20 A.  That's correct, yes.

21 Q.  You also when you were -- you say that you normally

22     stayed overnight in staff accommodation.

23         "Initially the staff members shared an attic room

24     and some time later proper staff quarters were

25     provided."
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1 A.  No, I think they just walked down.  There wasn't much of

2     a distance between Nazareth Lodge and Nazareth House,

3     and the girls would have come down the Ravenhill Road

4     from the back of Nazareth House.

5 Q.  They were allowed to do that unaccompanied at that stage

6     that you remember?

7 A.  As far as I remember.

8 Q.  You didn't have anything to do with arranging such

9     visits or anything?

10 A.  No, not at all, no.

11 Q.  I was asking you about -- you have given us a picture of

12     how very busy your life was in Nazareth Lodge.  I was

13     wondering if you ever had any time off.  You know, apart

14     from this supposed recreation time when you were darning

15     socks, did you ever get days off?

16 A.  Yes, I got one day a week off and I would go home.

17     I would go home in the morning after we had had the beds

18     and that done and everything done, and then I would --

19      sometimes would drive me home, because SR34

20     would give me a package of food to take home with me,

21     and then I would get the bus back in the evening, but

22     I was there a good part of the time, you know.

23 Q.  That was -- you were saying that you occasionally went

24     home on a Sunday, but the bus situation was difficult if

25     you didn't get a lift from .

NL 151

NL 151
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1         Can you just explain to the Panel what you remember

2     of her and her engagement with you?

3 A.  Well, I first met NL4 when I was about -- let's say

4     about 8 or 9, roughly in or around that, and I had just

5     been returned from holiday.  I had people that took me

6     out on holidays, and I had just returned, and all the

7     boys were going in for dinner, and I just arrived and,

8     of course, everybody made a fuss about me, and then they

9     were all shouting and kind of like screaming, "There's

10     HIA36.  HIA36's back", you know, that type of way.  All

11     I could hear was her shouting, "Who is making all that

12     noise?", but I couldn't see her, because she was round

13     the corner, and then eventually then she just pulled me

14     in by the hair in till the dining room, and she just

15     beat the life out of me, but the visitors that I had,

16     the people that had taken me out, were still in the

17     reception area, and I was in that bad a state that

18     I couldn't even go and say "Cheerio" to them, because

19     I was a very -- I had been -- she had beat me.  She had

20     been over-excessive like, you know.

21 Q.  And did you go to a dormitory then?

22 A.  They put me -- just put me into the dormitory and

23     I never seen them.

24 Q.  You didn't mention this to the Inquiry staff.

25 A.  I didn't, no.  I never mentioned it, because when I was
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1     writing out my statement, you know, if I had to write

2     everything like, you know, it would be thicker than that

3     book there, you know, and I am just -- sort of like

4     separate incidents of different things, you know, and

5     that was just because you mentioned this morning, you

6     know.

7 Q.  Was that your only experience of her or your worst

8     experience of her --

9 A.  No.

10 Q.  -- or do you remember seeing her interact with other

11     boys?

12 A.  I have seen her beating.  She was really, really,

13     really, really wicked person and she should never have

14     been allowed to look after children, because she had

15     no -- she had zero tolerance of children, absolutely

16     zero tolerance.

17 Q.  Is that something -- is what she was doing in terms of

18     the children --

19 A.  Uh-huh.

20 Q.  -- or what NL5 was doing in terms of the children -- did

21     any of the nuns know that was happening?

22 A.  I wasn't aware of the nuns knowing.  The only time

23     I ever remember the nuns was really in the school or in

24     the church or at, you know, some religious thing.  The

25     nuns were -- it was all mostly lay staff that would have
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1     done --

2 Q.  The looking after --

3 A.  -- the looking after you.

4 Q.  -- part.

5 A.  The nuns would have sort of -- they weren't -- they

6     weren't hands on.  They would have maybe -- say on bath

7     night or something like that they would have helped out,

8     you know, maybe in that aspect, but, you know, you

9     didn't -- you didn't see an awful lot of -- there would

10     have been a nun slept in the dormitory, but she would

11     have come in when you were in bed and you were sleeping,

12     and, you know, I don't think they were aware of, you

13     know, how much people were getting, you know -- how much

14     abuse was -- not abuse; I don't really class it as abuse

15     -- how much physical violence there was towards

16     children, you know.

17 Q.  But you draw a distinction between NL5 --

18 A.  Uh-huh.

19 Q.  -- and when she hit --

20 A.  Yes.

21 Q.  -- and NL4 and when she hit.  They weren't on the same

22     level as far as you are concerned.

23 A.  No, definitely not.  NL4 was kind of I think used as,

24     you know -- like, you know, like the elite.  If children

25     were going to -- stepping out of line, she was called to
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1     deal with them, because all the kids were absolutely

2     scared of her, like.  She was -- she was, like, pretty,

3     you know, frightening person, you know.

4 Q.  Well, you mention in paragraph 14 of your statement,

5     HIA36, about bedwetting.

6 A.  Uh-huh.

7 Q.  You say that you didn't have a problem with that.

8 A.  Uh-huh.

9 Q.  You yourself did not wet the bed, but you recall what

10     happened to some boys who did --

11 A.  Uh-huh.  Uh-huh.

12 Q.  -- and that's in two forms.  You say they were beaten

13     for wetting the bed.

14 A.  Uh-huh.

15 Q.  Can you -- and if you can't, just say so -- can you

16     remember specific incidents of that or what form the

17     beatings took?

18 A.  I don't remember anybody actually being beat for wetting

19     the bed now, but I knew of instances, like, you know,

20     kids saying they were beat because they wet the bed, but

21     I didn't actually, you know, witness that, you know.  It

22     would have been the talk maybe in the dining halls

23     somebody had wet the bed, you know, and they had to

24     stand with a sheet over their head, you know.

25 Q.  Well, that was the second point I was going to ask you
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1         "Looking back with adult hindsight, I think he may

2     have had a learning disability.  NL4's way of dealing

3     with the bedwetting was to shove a flannel into his

4     mouth and severely beat him in front of everyone in the

5     dormitory.  She told us not to tell or she would do the

6     same to us."

7 A.  Uh-huh.

8 Q.  Paragraph 15 you go on to complain that one Sunday when

9     your father --

10 A.  Sorry.  Could I stop up?  My recollection is this was

11     one incident.  It wasn't something that happened

12     frequently.  The boy had a bloody nose and a split lip

13     and we were told to say that he was fighting or he fell

14     down the stairs or the same would happen to us.  Sorry.

15 Q.  I am going to -- I should -- I explained to you that NL4

16     has given a statement to the Inquiry.  I am going to

17     come back to deal with what she says in response, but

18     I am just going to cover the allegations you make

19     against her first of all.

20         At paragraph 15 then you say there was one Sunday

21     your father came to collect you as had been arranged --

22 A.  Yes.

23 Q.  -- when I was in the Sacred Heart group.  This was

24     before you'd moved over to NL4's group?

25 A.  Yes, I think so, yes.
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1 Q.  Was this -- if I can ask you, HIA183, was this type of

2     group punishment a normal thing or was this an unusual

3     thing?

4 A.  This was an unusual thing actually.  That was the only

5     thing I can recollect.  It wasn't an occurrence, you

6     know.

7 Q.  Afterwards you make the point that you feel she must

8     have regretted -- whatever the reason for it, the doing

9     of it she must have regretted, because she gave

10     everybody a sweet afterwards.

11 A.  Well, she had a box of sweets and she told us to help

12     ourselves.  So we all took a big box -- you know,

13     handful of.  I think she realised she probably was in

14     the wrong.  That was my only conclusion.

15 Q.  She, like whoever was in your dorm before SR34 came

16     along, was in a cubicle or had a cubicle in the corner

17     --

18 A.  That's correct.

19 Q.  -- with a window and a curtain.

20 A.  That's correct.

21 Q.  Would she have checked on you from time to time?  Can

22     you remember her checking?

23 A.  No.

24 Q.  You don't?

25 A.  No.
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1 Q.  I was asking you whether in her time older boys were in

2     charge of you in the dorm in addition to helping SR34.

3     You had said to me you don't remember there being older

4     boys.

5 A.  I don't recollect that no, Joe.

6 Q.  You then talk about another individual, who was a lay

7     civilian worker who came into the home, which was NL4.

8     She is "NL4".  Again all the names we use are not to be

9     repeated outside the chamber.  In paragraph 7, SNB-522,

10     you describe an occasion whenever she was involved with

11     you.  Now she was not involved with your group --

12 A.  No.

13 Q.  -- and was not someone that you met a lot in the home.

14     Is that fair?

15 A.  That's correct, yes.

16 Q.  But on this particular occasion there was a lining up

17     going on to go into the refectory.

18 A.  That's right.

19 Q.  And can you just explain to the Panel what happened on

20     that occasion that led you to be involved with NL4?

21 A.  Well, I do remember now we were -- I think it was after

22     school we were going for our tea break, sandwiches, and

23     at that particular time I remember there was -- there

24     was a kitchen being built at that particular time and

25     the kitchen had been completed, and I remember looking
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1     at this -- it was a half moon door, and I remember

2     looking through.  I was mesmerised by the building, you

3     know.  I was about 9 or 10 at that particular time.

4     They spent quite a few years building it.  I remember

5     sitting looking it with awe, you know.  "This is great",

6     you know.  The next minute this person behind me asked

7     me to move on and I looked around again and the

8     next minute she just give me one big smack and I was off

9     balance.

10 Q.  Where was the smack, HIA183?

11 A.  It was right on the face, on the cheek and it stung.  It

12     really, really, stung and it just knocked me off

13     balance.  At that particular time the baby home was

14     being built and I used to hear the men using the foul

15     language.  So I just told her the f*** word.  I told her

16     -- she asked me what did I say.  I says, "I told you to

17     fuck off".  So she asked me quite a few times and

18     I denied it.  She says to me, "If you tell me what you

19     said, I'll give you sweets".  So naturally I went -- my

20     eyes were bigger than my mouth, you know.  So I told her

21     what I told her -- what I said.

22         I was to go out to that week-end, and she

23     reported --

24 Q.  This is your involvement with  that I will come

25     back to.
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1 Q.  -- but you did have difficulty with NL4 and NL5.

2 A.  Absolutely.

3 Q.  You describe here -- you say just halfway down -- if we

4     scroll up a little further so we get to:

5         "All the nuns ..."

6         "All the nuns were very good.  No beatings from them

7     at all.  Many a time, however, we got beaten by NL5 and

8     NL4, very, very wicked beatings.  They would nip the

9     arms clean out of you."

10         You say:

11         "NL5 and NL4 used a PVC type of bat and smacked you

12     very hard on the thighs for absolutely nothing.  They

13     also a stick, which they hid from the nuns."

14         You also mentioned to me one of them in particular

15     used to take you by the --

16 A.  The locks.

17 Q.  -- the cheeks or the locks of the hair.

18 A.  The locks.

19 Q.  Which person did that?

20 A.  NL5.

21 Q.  That was NL5 --

22 A.  NL5.

23 Q.  -- did that.  Can you remember which of them did the

24     more hitting than the other?

25 A.  Well, that would have been even, you know, because you
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1 A.  It was actually.

2 Q.  Can I just explore that a little bit with you, NL4?  We

3     didn't really talk about this, because -- is that how

4     you saw your role was to keep these children in check,

5     to keep them in control?

6 A.  Just -- we were just to keep -- make sure that they

7     didn't get into any harm or mischief, and, for instance,

8     the Marion group was above the sick bay of the nuns, and

9     with the children's feet pounding on the ground and

10     that, the nun in charge of the sick bay would, "Keep

11     those children under control".  So, you know, you

12     were --

13 Q.  You had to keep them quiet?

14 A.  Well, as quiet as possible, yes.

15 Q.  You told the police -- again I am not going to go to

16     this -- when you were first interviewed at 60584 -- the

17     police were reading you an extract from the Voluntary

18     Homes Regulations, the piece of law governing voluntary

19     homes, which said that punishment was only to be

20     administered by the person in charge of the home.  Your

21     point to them was well, you just did it spontaneously.

22     For example, you gave the example to the police that if

23     a child was going wild in the dining room and not

24     sitting down and listening while they were waiting for

25     their meals, or they would maybe run across the table or
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1     time in 1956.  So she wouldn't have been supervising

2     you.  Of course, you are not saying she was supervising

3     you.

4 A.  No.

5 Q.  You are saying she just happened to come across you in

6     the line that day.

7 A.  Yes.

8 Q.  But she says that -- she denies striking you in the face

9     or indeed any child in the face for any reason.  So she

10     is simply saying, "That didn't happen.  I didn't hit

11     you, HIA183".  She said the allegation is false that's

12     made against her.

13         Now what do you say about the suggestion you weren't

14     hit -- if you were hit by somebody, it wasn't NL4 who

15     hit you?

16 A.  It certainly was NL4.  I have a good memory.  I remember

17     it.  She had blond hair, fair hair at that particular

18     time, but I would have seen her the odd time manhandling

19     children, you know, but she wasn't suitable for the job.

20     That's my own honest opinion.

21 Q.  But you are clear --

22 A.  Oh, it was definitely NL4.

23 Q.  Obviously she takes a different view.  The Inquiry will

24     hear from her in due course.

25 A.  Believe you me, it was NL4.
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12. Despite my age I have no difficulty with my memory although I have a problem 

remembering the exact year something may have happened.  

13. My memories are that we all worked hard to raise the children to have good morals 

and manners and I was strict about that – without ever feeling it necessary to hit a 

child. Corporal punishment was not used on me as a child and it was not something I 

thought was necessary. I loved the children and and considered it much more than a 

job as it was my whole life since I lived in. 

14. I have read of complaints about the food as well as the allegations of abusive 

treatment and I can only say that we as staff had the same food as the children and I 

feel we did well on a limited budget and all were well fed and well nourished.  

15. After years of having my bedroom in Foxes Lodge when it closed my bedroom was 

moved and I lived in the main Lodge where I worked  for the remainder of my time 

until we all left in 1999 when it was closed. 

16.  When  came to Nazareth in October 1956 he was the child in a 

notorious and infamous local case of abuse in the province as the story was that he 

had been kept in a chicken coup for his whole 7 years and was badly deformed from 

this and he could not speak but only make chicken sounds.  

17. From the time  came to Nazareth I was appointed as his carer and from then my 

time with the other children was much more limited as  required round the clock 

care. I still see  regularly – he is now living in care and is 62years of age – and I 

consider that my calling to Nazareth was God's way of me meeting  who I love 

as if he is my own child to this day. No-one could manage  as he took to me 

from the start and nobody else could manage him. 

18. He still telephones me – and even though he can't talk he understands me. 

19. I have been asked to talk about to the press or people writing books about his 

case in the past and have always refused.  

20. Also at some point I came to care for  who was deaf and mute. He 

was with us for while then left and came back again. I know that I took him on the 

train to Dublin at one time to another home there. He and  would have slept 

near me as they needed care and were often up during the night.  

21. I will now comment on the specific allegations  
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when he was in my group. He seemed to enjoy coming back and spending time in the 

kitchen with us. 

74. He would also come at weekends and the weekend cook  was also very 

good to him. I recall that he even spent time at her home. 

75. The accusations made by  are untrue. I never physically abused him as alleged or 

at all and I did not see him being abused by  

76. I did meet another boy  and he told me that he'd met   said 

he was disgusted with him.  He told me  had said “Have you put your claim in 

yet” meaning about his time in care.  knows there was no ill treatment. I hope 

the Inquiry are going to hear from people like him also. 

77. I note that he says our boys in  group and mine were called “the dainties” 

- this is true. I had heard this. This was because my group were always well dressed 

and well behaved. I was proud of my group and tried to instil in them a sense of moral 

character and to behave properly. I taught them manners and kept them clean. Not all 

the boys were as well behaved as my group. I achieved this through encouragement 

and praising the boys and making them feel a sense of self worth. I think scaring a 

child is terrible and I do not believe I instilled fear in my boys. 

78. I deny that I made any child lie covered with a blanket as alleged. It did not happen. I 

have now been told that some of the boys allege that it was the older boys who bullied 

them and made them do this. If I had witnessed or been told of older boys bullying 

younger ones I would have told  

79. All of the children went to bed early and whilst they may all complain now it was 

necessary for the orderly running of the home to have the children all fed and washed 

and in bed early as we all had an early start to the day. 

80. I deny that the children I cared for were ever beaten with a stick. And I deny that 

either  or I walked around the dorm with a stick supervising the children. 

We had much work to do when the children went to bed and hadn't time to do the 

kind of patrolling suggested. 

81.   would be a boy I would have found it hard to believe would lie about his 

treatment and his lies have hurt me deeply. Apart from this claim business I don't 

know why  would make this up. 
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98. I do not believe my age was the reason the Police declined to prosecute me if this is 

what  is intimating. I believe that they realised that in over 40 years of caring for 

hundreds of boys a few have suggested I was rough or have made more serious 

allegations but I have told the truth and none of those matters are true. I am aware that 

 concedes that she may have slapped a child or used a ruler but I have 

always and continue to deny that I ever did and if she did this then she didn't do it in 

my presence. 

99. I hope that I am fit enough to attend the Inquiry and tell my side of the story. I have 

fond and cherished memories of my life at Nazareth and many happy children went 

through our hands and have become responsible and decent adults. The suggestion 

that I don't want to talk about my time in Nazareth as alleged by  is untrue. I just 

do not want to hear lies about things that either didn't happen or that I certainly did 

not witness. 
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63. I loved all the children in my care and I was strict about manners and morals but I 

deny that I never showed affection to the children in my care. I was affectionate with 

the children. 

64. No children were allowed to come and go freely – we were responsible for their care. 

My group were no different. 

65. I have already commented that all of the children went to bed early as we all had an 

early start – this was in the winter months - but again in the summer months we were 

not at Nazareth but in Ballyhornan. 

66. I deny that I ever dressed a child inappropriately for the weather or intentionally had 

them play outside in the frost without proper warm clothes. I was strict about 

preventing chest infections and would have made sure my boys were warm and not 

out if it was too cold or damp. 

67. I wanted the children to look well and not feel different at school from the outside 

children and not all staff were as particular as I was. I liked my boys to wear a shirt 

and tie to school.  

68. My group were not called the Whippets. The story about the whippets arose in this 

way – there was a boy called  - a lovely boy and an Irish dancer – he 

made up a rhyme about my group “7 little whippets great and small and  

owned them all “.  was about 11 or 12 and he made that up himself 

since I had seven boys at the time. 

69. I should say that none of these allegations against me by this boy have been raised 

before with me and I again deny that I ever struck this or any boy in my care. 

 

             HIA 132 

 

70.  in my group with  

71. I remember him as a good boy and easy to work with. He was the loveliest child. 

72. I recall him and his his brother, two sisters and I believe an uncle and Grandmother 

arriving from Scotland. I think his sisters were in Nazareth House and that they did 

very well.  

73. When he was older  worked as a salesman and he would come in each evening 

on his way home from work for a meal. I would have been in the kitchen when he 

called . He gave me no impression that he resented me for anything I had ever done 
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1 A.  I would say it would have been near -- yes, there were

2     parlour, yes.

3 Q.  I was asking you about bed wetting and whether that was

4     a difficulty for your group.

5 A.  No, I hadn't really much difficulty.  I used to get --

6     I did -- they went to bed early in the winter.  You

7     know, went at quite a reasonable time around 6/7 o'clock

8     maybe, but a child being there all night, I would say it

9     is humiliating for a child.  I wouldn't like a child to

10     lie in bed all night with wet pyjamas or a wet sheet.

11     I think that would be terrible.  I think that's cruelty.

12     I would get them up before I went to bed, any child that

13     would like to go to the bathroom, and that's what I did,

14     because I thought it was the right thing to do.

15 Q.  But you don't remember it being an issue in your group

16     at all?

17 A.  I don't, no, not really.

18 Q.  Just on that point, NL5, you said somewhere in your

19     statement that you worked long hours.  You worked from

20     6 o'clock in the morning to 10 o'clock at night.

21 A.  That was my own choice.  That was my own choice.  I just

22     liked working there.  I never took hours off.  I just

23     kept going.  I helped around.  I wasn't just in the one

24     place.  The children were in the school all day.

25     I might go down to SR34 and do a wee bit -- make the tea
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1     for the nuns and for the teachers at break time.

2     Anything that would be done I would do it.

3 Q.  That brings me on really to ask about your relationships

4     with the nuns.  You said at SNB-60830 that the Sisters

5     treated you like themselves.

6 A.  Just like themselves.

7 Q.  You were particularly close to SR34.

8 A.  Yes.  We worked in the one group, you see, and she was

9     principal of the school too, and she was in charge of

10     the children, the whole children.

11 Q.  I was about to ask you about her being in charge of the

12     children.

13 A.  Yes.

14 Q.  What did that entail?  I mean, she had your group --

15 A.  Well, she'd have been in charge of admitting the

16     children, discharging the children, the money end of it.

17     She is in charge of all that, keeping the books, the

18     children's records, and she would do all that.

19 Q.  Just about children's records, were there many records

20     kept?

21 A.  Oh, aye.  The Sisters kept the records up in the

22     convent, yes.

23 Q.  This is the big books, the big registers?

24 A.  I think they are in the Good Shepherd Centre now as far

25     as I know since we closed.  Somebody said that's where
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4.  has replied to the statements and allegations in a number of 

witness statements. Her reply can be summarized in the following terms: 

 

a. She denies any and all alleged inappropriate and/or abusive 

behaviour;  

 

b. She further denies witnessing any inappropriate and/or abusive 

behaviour. 

 

5. It is submitted on her behalf that during the period of her employment at 

Nazareth Lodge  made a significant and positive contribution to 

the running of the home and the care of children.  

 

6. She regarded herself as a person with high standards, a perfectionist, which 

was reflected in the manner in which she cared for the children for whom she 

had responsibility. She accepts that she was strict and always wanted to have 

her children immaculately turned out. Clearly she took her responsibilities 

very seriously.  

 

7.  Implicit if not explicit in her evidence is the fact that the home cared for 

many children and there was an air of normality in the home. Children were 

fed, went to school, washed, played and went to bed.  

 

8. Her perception was that the children were happy, although she remarked that 

during the troubles the children received by the home seemed more ‘troubled’.  

 

9. Of particular import to her life’s work in Nazareth Lodge was her care for 

 She also provided special care to , a boy 

with hearing and speech disability. Clearly , a person without 

qualifications or training,  was playing a specialist carer role in the 1950s and 

1960s and later. That she was entrusted with the role and the fact that she 
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1     nursery assistants there.

2 A.  She was, yes.

3 Q.  You describe her as a gentle, efficient lady who was

4     generous with her time.  You say she was very good at

5     settling the new children, especially those who were

6     coming into the care of the Sisters.

7 A.  Yes.

8 Q.  You were saying she had been you thought with SR47 at

9     one point.

10 A.  She did.  When I first went there, she had a group of

11     children.  She worked with SR47 with the group of

12     children and then she came to the nursery school as

13     an assistant.

14 Q.  When she came to the nursery school as an assistant, her

15     group of children diminished.

16 A.  There were only seven in it and one family of three were

17     being fostered out.  So she was left with just four and

18     they were divided up between the four groups.

19 Q.  Did she stay as a nursery assistant or did she come back

20     later to work --

21 A.  She was made redundant really, because they were cutting

22     back really.  Belfast Education & Library Board were

23     cutting back and just leaving two nursery assistants,

24     and we weren't to have any more than 52 children then.

25     So we had to reduce our intake from 58 to 52 and --
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1 Q.  So her services weren't needed in the nursery school,

2     but did she go back into the Lodge to help?

3 A.  Oh, she was still in the Lodge, yes, but she did

4     reception work.

5 Q.  Did -- apart from doing the reception work did she also

6     look after children at that stage, when she went back in

7     after being a nursery assistant?

8 A.  No.  I think the group had been disbanded at that stage.

9 Q.  Well, we talked there, Sister, about the boys going to

10     Kircubbin and that occurred right up until 1977.

11 A.  Yes.

12 Q.  I asked you: "Did they have any preparation for going?"

13     Like SR208 said, there really wasn't any preparation for

14     their leaving Nazareth Lodge.  Isn't that right?

15 A.  I don't ever remember them being prepared other than

16     they knew when they were going.  Some of them were

17     excited, because they were going, you know, to join

18     their brothers, but there were others then when it came

19     to the day, they went off in the minibus in tears.

20 Q.  And you particularly remember in the summer of 1976 when

21     yourself and SR30 you said witnessed this and you did

22     something.  Isn't that right?

23 A.  We felt really they were much too young to be going off,

24     you know, to -- it was out in the country really, so far

25     away from their younger brothers and sisters, and so it
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1     during my time there, but equally I will always be

2     indebted to the Nazareth Sisters, who enriched my life.

3     The Lodge was my family home.  NL4's influence

4     undoubtedly impacted the lives of many boys in the

5     negative aspect of Nazareth Lodge.  My experiences of

6     Nazareth were of very good memories, but sadly very much

7     affected by NL4's ongoing abuse, which had a physical

8     and psychological impact."

9         Now in their response statement the Order have said,

10     HIA21, that they were pleased to read that your life had

11     been enriched by your time with the Sisters and that you

12     had very good memories of your time in the Lodge.

13         "However, we must offer HIA21 an unreserved and most

14     sincere apology for any treatment he received by any

15     staff member which fell below the acceptable standard."

16 A.  Christina, first of all, I accept the Order's apology,

17     however late it may be.  I still accept it in the way

18     that it has been given.  It's just disappointing that as

19     children, while the nuns certainly done their best, and

20     I know they did, the vast majority of them, and I could

21     name so many here, SR47, SR34, , , SR134,

22       --   -- they

23     are all different types of people, but the one primary

24     example was to look after children as best they could

25     under the circumstances and within the parameters that
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THE INQUIRY INTO HISTORICAL INSTITUTIONAL ABUSE 1922 TO 1995 

Witness Statement of  – NL5 

 

 

1. My full name is  and I was born in Belfast on the  

. I have just recently celebrated my 88th birthday. 

2. I have never married and have no children of my own although I consider all the 

children I have helped to raise over the years as my own. This is particularly true of 

 about whose arrival to Nazareth and care I will describe more later.  

3. I have read the Statements supplied to me from the Inquiry and have found this very 

hurtful and distressing and my health has been badly affected by the resurrection of 

untrue allegations of mistreatment against me. Some of these matters were the subject 

of Police investigations which I am reminded by the papers were in 1996 and again in 

2012. Those times were also very stressful and I thought that all this was over then. 

4. I should state at the outset that I never smacked or assaulted any child in my care. I 

deny all of these allegations and I will so far as possible respond to each of the 

statements below. I would also state that I never saw any abuse or excessive 

punishments of any child by any of the Sisters or by . It has been 

described that I worked with  or was her “side-kick”and this is not true. We 

worked with separate groups and interacted only at meal or playtimes. I never 

considered corporal punishment of a child to be my responsibility but left that to the 

nuns and it always seemed reasonable and appropriate to me. 
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1     you:

2         "... feel sick that [you] devoted your life to

3     raising these boys in their time of need, only many

4     decades later to be accused of being someone I am not.

5     I worked long hours on little or no salary to help raise

6     many dozens of boys to be decent young men and I was

7     proud of my role in doing that.  I am saddened by that

8     any boy would feel that I was rough or violent and do

9     not accept that I was."

10 A.  I agree with that.

11 Q.  Well, this is what you have told us, NL5.

12 A.  Oh, yes, yes.

13 Q.  Is there -- does that fairly sum up how you feel about

14     the allegations that have been made against you?

15 A.  I just feel that I have been stabbed in the back after

16     all my hard work all my life.  I thought I did a good

17     job, but I didn't realise these things would come up.

18     I can't understand it and I never will, never will

19     understand it, but anyway it's said and that's it.

20 Q.  Well, NL5, you'll be glad to know that after a very long

21     day there's nothing else that want to ask you, but the

22     Panel may have some questions for you.

23 A.  Yes.

24 Q.  But before I hand you over to them --

25 A.  Yes.
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1     only during the Troubles that the Lodge got a lot of

2     trouble.  We got very, very -- I hadn't children then.

3     Thank God I hadn't, but they were very troublesome

4     children that came in during the Troubles and the

5     Sisters had an awful time and you could do nothing with

6     them, but ... I saw them on the roof one night pulling

7     all the slates off the roofs.  Nobody could do anything

8     about it, but these were children that came from

9     troubled areas, but this was during the Troubles, but

10     before that we had lovely children, and to me I think

11     they all came from lovely backgrounds.  They were --

12     they seemed to be lovely children.  You could manage

13     them.  They had manners.  Yes, there's a few wee wild,

14     ones but -- not wild, you know, just boys, but they were

15     good children.

16 Q.  Okay.

17 A.  But they would do wee things maybe that they shouldn't

18     be doing or somewhere they shouldn't be, you know, but

19     that was it, but I couldn't say a thing, but I was very

20     happy in Nazareth Lodge and I spent -- I wouldn't have

21     spent forty years in it if I wasn't happy.  I did my

22     best and I hope that I have done my best, and I thought

23     I did, and I thought I gave my life for them.  I left

24     Nazareth Lodge that day.  We locked the front door and

25     I thought, "Well, you've gone a good" -- I said to the
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1     Sisters, "Now we have nothing to worry about.  We gave

2     all we could to the children and we looked after them

3     and we brought them up morally.  We taught them

4     manners", and we thought we did a good job.  We didn't

5     think things were going to be said about us like that,

6     because those things never, never happened --

7 Q.  Well, thank you --

8 A.  -- and before God I can say that.

9 Q.  NL5, thank you for that.

10 A.  Thank you.

11 Q.  As I say, I have nothing else I want to add, but the

12     Panel may have some questions for you.

13 A.  I would live Nazareth Lodge over again.  Just that.  I'd

14     go back again if I had to do it again.  That's it.

15 Q.  Thank you.

16 A.  If I was able.

17 CHAIRMAN:  Well, NL5, it's been an extremely long day for

18     you.  You have been giving evidence throughout the

19     public session and I know you spoke to Ms Smith for

20     a long time beforehand.  So I am sure you will be very

21     relieved to hear --

22 A.  Very relieved.  Thank you.

23 Q.  -- that we don't have any more questions for you.  Thank

24     you very much for coming to speak to us and tell us

25     about your time there.
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THE INQUIRY INTO HISTORICAL INSTITUTIONAL ABUSE 1922 TO 1995 

Witness Statement of  – NL5 

 

 

1. My full name is  and I was born in Belfast on the  

. I have just recently celebrated my 88th birthday. 

2. I have never married and have no children of my own although I consider all the 

children I have helped to raise over the years as my own. This is particularly true of 

 about whose arrival to Nazareth and care I will describe more later.  

3. I have read the Statements supplied to me from the Inquiry and have found this very 

hurtful and distressing and my health has been badly affected by the resurrection of 

untrue allegations of mistreatment against me. Some of these matters were the subject 

of Police investigations which I am reminded by the papers were in 1996 and again in 

2012. Those times were also very stressful and I thought that all this was over then. 

4. I should state at the outset that I never smacked or assaulted any child in my care. I 

deny all of these allegations and I will so far as possible respond to each of the 

statements below. I would also state that I never saw any abuse or excessive 

punishments of any child by any of the Sisters or by . It has been 

described that I worked with Bridget or was her “side-kick”and this is not true. We 

worked with separate groups and interacted only at meal or playtimes. I never 

considered corporal punishment of a child to be my responsibility but left that to the 

nuns and it always seemed reasonable and appropriate to me. 
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22. I have met  several times since he left Nazareth and I have spoken to him about 

his time there. He visits me quite often. He has told me I am a scapegoat and not to 

worry. I have been distressed to hear the things he said were done to him by  

 and when he said I must have seen these things I asked him how I could 

possibly have when I didn’t' even work alongside her – she had a different group of 

boys. I have been told that  resiled somewhat in his oral evidence from that of 

his written words when he characterised me as “no angel either” by admitting that this 

was an exaggeration but I want to emphasise again that I never hit any child.   

23.   does say that I slapped children and lifted them by side burns – I deny this 

utterly. But this sounds to me like something that might in those days have been done 

in the schoolroom. 

24. I have been invited to reunions of Nazareth Lodge and got a standing ovation from the 

gathering on the last occasion. For many many years I set up the room to celebrate the 

reunion and I look forward to seeing the boys now grown men. I do not feel that if I 

was a hated abuser of children they would have responded to me in this way.  

25. I cannot imagine why  would think I witnessed abuse but I did not and I have 

told him this. I thought he accepted this as the truth when I told him.  

26.  I have also told  that I am very upset and distressed at all these lies and that if 

God spares me I want to come along and tell the Inquiry this myself. I spent this last 

Christmas under the Dr's care due to the increase in my blood pressure, which went 

up to 190, caused by reading the papers that the Inquiry passed to my Solicitor. Much 

of the material and many allegations I had never heard before and I deny any 

untoward conduct absolutely. 

27. I am in contact with about 25 or more of the children who spent time in Nazareth and 

have fond memories of our time there.  I hope the Inquiry will hear from some of 

these people too. 

 

 – HIA 110 

 

28. I can not say much about – he was not in my group. I recall that he was a 

gentle child and perhaps a bit slow. I would only ever have seen him at mealtimes or 

in the playing fields.  

29.  says that the food was not “up to much” and I can only repeat that we all ate 

the same food - staff, nuns and children alike. 
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1 Q.  -- and I think it's important for them to hear that from

2     you listening to what you say that has changed your

3     position.

4 A.  Yes.

5 Q.  And the last --

6 A.  Sorry, Geraldine.  Not just my position, but the

7     Congregation's position.  I am speaking on behalf of the

8     Congregation.

9 Q.  Thank you.  That's really helpful.

10         The last thing you will be glad to hear from me is

11     -- it's just a matter of clarification.  It was when you

12     were talking about the difference between personal vows

13     and professional obedience -- I know I am coming back to

14     this -- because in a way for me it is hard to

15     differentiate those.  If there's a set of rules in my --

16     I suppose my view would be that as a nun you obey them

17     in a kind of ...

18 A.  Well, nuns are only human beings, you know.  We are not

19     plaster saints or anything like that.  We have plenty of

20     faults and failings, plenty, and so I would accept

21     Christine's argument that, yes, if you want to stretch

22     it that far, if Sisters hit children when they knew

23     there was a policy that they shouldn't have hit the

24     children, that's for their conscience.

25 Q.  I suppose that's for me it is not that there was
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1 A.  Don't know.

2 Q.  The other matter was in 1974, Sister.  Sorry.  I was

3     just wondering if she didn't pass on -- if she did have

4     that information and she didn't pass it on, could you

5     explain why she might not have?

6 A.  Sorry.  Who are we talking about now?

7 Q.  SR143.  If SR143 in 1986 --

8 A.  SR143.

9 Q.  -- had been given the information that was later given

10     to the police and didn't pass that on, can you offer

11     an explanation as to why she might not have done so?

12 A.  Well, all I can say is, you know, we are family, and

13     maybe she was trying to protect Sister, but that's just

14     my summing up of it.  I don't know why -- why she

15     wouldn't have, but she should have given that

16     information.

17 Q.  Even though by this time SR62 was no longer involved --

18 A.  Yes.

19 Q.  -- she was retired and no longer involved in childcare?

20 A.  Absolutely, yes.

21 Q.  Now the other matter just I was going on to was 1974.

22     That involved SR18 wanting to move a child, HIA62, from

23     Nazareth House to Derry.

24 A.  Uh-huh.

25 Q.  The social worker for the child didn't think that was
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1     consistent, can you offer an explanation for the range

2     and number of allegation that the Inquiry has heard

3     about?

4 A.  Can I offer any ...?  Well, I can't really, because what

5     the applicants have said is what they have said and

6     I can't add any further to that.

7 Q.  Well, finally, Sister, if there's anything that you

8     haven't said before now, this is probably your last

9     opportunity to do so on behalf of the Congregation

10     unless we have to call you back for some reason, but

11     I know you wouldn't welcome that, but if there is

12     anything else, then now is the opportunity to take it.

13 A.  I think on behalf of the Congregation -- and I know

14     I have said this morning already and I repeat it again

15     -- we do offer a sincere and profound apology to anyone

16     who suffered any kind of abuse in our care and that is

17     sincere.  Not only do we offer an apology now at this

18     stage.  I think we have to turn to these people who we

19     have hurt and ask -- humbly ask their forgiveness for

20     our trespasses, humbly ask their forgiveness for our

21     trespasses in the past.

22         I would like to take this opportunity to thank

23     Judge Hart and Ms Doherty and Mr Lane for their untiring

24     quest for justice, and Christine and Joe and your team

25     for your guidance and support through the process, and
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1 Q.  You then talk in paragraph 4, if we can go back to 606,

2     HIA247, about bedwetting.  You say that it was your

3     brother , who was your younger brother, who got

4     beaten for wetting the bed.  You yourself didn't wet the

5     bed and weren't punished for that, but your brother

6      was.

7 A.  That's correct.

8 Q.  You had to stand and watch.  So was he in the same group

9     as you?

10 A.  He was in the same dormitory as me, yes.

11 Q.  Same dormitory as you.

12 A.  Yes.

13 Q.  So you witnessed him being punished for wetting the bed.

14 A.  Yes.

15 Q.  I was saying to you earlier that the Inquiry has now

16     heard evidence that as early as 1927 the Sisters had

17     been told by the Ministry that punishing for bedwetting

18     was counter-productive and it should stop.  How

19     regularly did you see punishment being used for

20     bedwetting?

21 A.  It was a regular occurrence.  For bedwetting you would

22     get punished.

23 Q.  So it wasn't just your brother  that this related

24     to?

25 A.  No.  Any of the children that bedwetted, they got
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1     punished for bedwetting.

2 Q.  You explain in paragraph 20 of your statement, if we can

3     go through, please, to 609, that -- if we just scroll

4     down a little, please -- that your brother -- you felt

5     life was harder for him.  He was a little younger and

6     you say he was treated badly as a result of his

7     bedwetting.  His life has not been as positive as yours.

8     You say to the Inquiry that the hardest thing for you

9     through your time in care was to witness the nuns in

10     Nazareth Lodge being physically abusive to him and the

11     fact you felt powerless to help him.

12 A.  That is correct, yes.

13 Q.  One of the records that's now available to the Inquiry

14     as a result of the Health & Social Care Board finding

15     further material relating to you and your family does

16     speak of that just a little.  If we can turn, please, to

17     SNB-44829, and just to put this record -- if we can

18     scroll down, please, so we can see those of 20th and

19     21st, to put this in context, HIA247, you had by this

20     point moved to Kircubbin.  You had gone in August of '59

21     and your brother  had been fostered out with

22     a family, a  and , and again

23     no names should be used beyond the Inquiry chamber, and

24     subsequent to this the foster placement did not work for

25      and he goes back into Nazareth Lodge, but during
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1     this period you can see on 21st April it is being

2     reported to the Welfare Officer that  is having

3     a problem again wetting the bed, having nightmares at

4     night and wakes up pleading for someone to stop hitting

5     him.

6 A.  Yes.

7 Q.  For you that's consistent with him --

8 A.  Sorry.  I will put my other glasses on.  Sorry.

9 Q.  Are you all right?  For you that's consistent with what

10     you recall happening to him in Nazareth Lodge.

11 A.  That's correct, yes.

12 Q.  But at the same time -- that's a very bad memory you

13     have relating to your brother and how he was treated,

14     and yet in your statement, if we go back to paragraph 4

15     of your statement on 606, please, there are some

16     positive memories that you have of your time in the

17     Lodge.

18         One of those, if we just scroll up a little, please,

19     was the sports activities, and you have a particular

20     positive memory of your -- I think he was your maths

21     teacher, , who was into sport, and because you

22     were into sport, that was you able to engage in Gaelic

23     and soccer and that was a very positive thing for you.

24 A.  That is correct, yes.

25 Q.  I think you said to me you got the opportunity to travel
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